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Understanding mathematics and teaching mathematics involve

numerous factors, one of which may be an individual's spatial ability.

This paper examines research conducted on the relationship between

spatial abifities and mathematics, gender differences in the area of

spatial abifity, the types of experiences that may affect one's spatial

ability, and issues surrounding the teaching of spatial skills.

Researchers have found that spatial ability does relate to mathematics

and males tend to have greater spatial abffity than females. Instruction

has also been shown to be successful in helping individuals learn spatial

skills.

This paper also reports the results of a study that examined the

differences in spatial abffity among 98 participants (males, females,

faculty, and students in the sciences and non-sciences) at a Pacific

Northwest university. Although not all the results were statistically

significant, they tend to agree with earlier studies that found gender

advantages in spatial abffities favoring males over females. They also
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provide evidence of the existence of greater spatial abifities among

participants who are engaged in scientific rather than non-scientific

pursuits. The participants in this study also reported experiences that

they believed influenced their success or failure in tasks requiring spatial

ability. Such experiences were success in math and art classes,

computer modeling, drafting, puzzles/games, Legos, construction, wood-

working, and playing with blocks as a child. Participants also stated

their belief that spatial ability related to success or lack of success in

mathematics. Over hail of the students felt that spatial abffity would help

in a math class. This study reveals that spatial ability does differ in

individuals; that there exist experiences that individuals feel are

important for developing spatial ability; and that spatial ability relates to

mathematics. This information can be beneficial for both teachers and

researchers.
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SPATIAL ABILITY AND MATHEMATICS

CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

Introduction

The ability to understand and help others understand

mathematics is an important issue in today's society and in the teaching

profession. One factor that may play a role in learning mathematics is

spatial abilities (Guay and McDaniel 1977.) The phrase, "A picture is

worth a thousand words" has new meaning when applied to spatial

ability. Spatial ability consists of at least two distinct areas: spatial

visualization and spatial orientation where

Spatial visualization is an ability to mentally manipulate,
rotate, twist, or invert pictorially presented visual stimuli....
Spatial orientation involves the comprehension of the
arrangement of elements within a visual stimulus pattern,
the aptitude for remaining unconfused by the changing
orientations in which a configuration may be presented, and
the ability to determine spatial relations in which the body
orientation is an essential part of the problem. (McGee,
1979, pgs. 3-4)

The difference between the two is essentially that spatial visualization

involves mental manipulations whereas spatial orientation involves the

ability to comprehend those changes but not necessarily create them

mentally. Figure I. 1 illustrates the components of spatial skills (Tartre,



1990b, pg. 30). We see in this figure that spatial visualization is broken

down into rotations and transformations. This agrees with McGee's

definition of spatial visualization. We also see spatial orientation is

broken down into reorganized whole and part of field. Reorganized whole

is the idea that we can see and understand multiple arrangements of a

pattern. The part of field idea is concerned with the relationship of parts

of images in relation to the whole image. Both parts of spatial

orientation are associated with the ability to remain unconlused by the

different representations of objects and is consistent with McGee's

definition above.

firIAL U2tL

SPATIAL [ SPATIAL
VISO?.LI2ATIc1 ORIINTATIO1

I
L01!i TPA OP PIELDj

2-d 3-d 2- 2-4 3-4 3-4 1ANDxcui IJLrIPLE [FIND FIT
TO TO [PICUPZ R'RESTATIC!iS frA1r ' PART INTO
2-4 3-4 2-4 3-d WBOLE WUOLE

4- dl.a.naional

Figure 1.1: Spatial Visualization and Spatial Orientation Tree



Throughout this paper we will use McGee's (1979) defmition of spatial

ability, visualization, and orientation.

The abifity to visualize can be beneficial in many practical areas

such as having a mental image of a street map, being able to visualize a

scenic travel location, or even picturing the final product of an

unfinished assignment. It can also be useful in the area of mathematics.

"Much of the thinking required in higher mathematics is spatial in

nature." (Seng & Chan, 2000, pg. 2) Further, "visualization as a factor

of inteffigence includes the mental manipulation of spatial configurations

and has been associated with spatial abffities, creative thinking, and

conceptual problem solving." (Roth, 1992, pg. 81)

Consider the possibility of visualizing triangles, straight lines, and

other geometric images not only in Eudidean space but also in spherical

or even hyperbolic space. In "Experiencing Geometry", a mathematics

text by David W. Henderson (2001), geometric figures are considered on

several surfaces. For example, a triangle is defined to be, ". . .a geometric

figure formed of three points (vertices) joined by three straight line

(geodesic) segments (sides) that divides the surface into two regions (the

interior and exterior)." (Henderson, 2001, pg. 65) One quickly sees that

on spherical surfaces this definition leads to triangles that are very

different from those in Eucidean space. (Figure 1.2.)
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spherical geometry. We may without difficulty impart more depth and

vigour to these ideas by carrying out special imaginary constructions."

(French, 1979, pg. 297.)

In this instance, as in others, spatial visualization is the origin of

many of our understandings and inventions. Consider the making of a

computer-animated movie. The idea for the movie and what the

characters will look like originated in someone's mind. Those ideas are

then transferred onto paper in the form of a visual drawing and possibly

even some captions. Then, the actual computer graphics are created

using a particular programming language such as Virtual Reality

Modeling Language (VIRML). When creating computer animation using

VRML, you must be able to understand a three-dimensional grid. VRML

uses translations of objects in the x, y, and z directions. It also allows

someone to rotate an object a given number of degrees about a particular

axis or combination of axes. This example relates many different fields:

Spatial Visualization, Computer Graphics, Computer Animation,

Mathematics, Video Production, Art, and others. The actual construction

and concrete manufacturing of the computer animation came after the

original idea and mental configuration. In the same sense, spatial

visualization produces innovative ideas and thoughts in mathematics.

Almost a thousand years ago, a Persian geometer-poet, Omar

Khayyam thought of quadratic equations using diagrams. An equation

such as x2 + bx = c could be represented and solved pictorially. (Figure



1.3.) His idea was based upon the notion that any rectangle could be

dissected to form a square. Assuming b is a dimension and c is an area,

we can say that the rectangle of dimension x by (x+b) has area c.

Therefore if we "complete the square" we see that the square (x + b/2 fhas

area [c +(112)2]. Thus, one side of the square (x + b/2) equals 1Ic + (b/2

and x = -(b/2)±4c + (b/2)2

x2+bx=x1x21 ]

So,(x+))=c+%) =

x b/2

xL

Figure 1.3: Geometric Representation of Completing the Square

Although we may know how to solve a quadratic equation algebraically

and understand the concept of completing the square, this geometric

idea deepens our understanding of why it works. It gives us another way

to look at an equation and find the solutions.

In considering the few examples of spatial visualization above, one

may ask what the difference is between spatial visualization and visual

images. Visual images alone are more a part of spatial orientation
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whereas moving those visual images in an act of spatial visualization.

Many people learn visually, but may not have high spatial visualization

abilities. (Remember that spatial visualization requires the act of

manipulating or creating an object and rotation, whereas spatial

orientation requires the ability to see that the images have moved and

understand the correlation between rotations.) Therefore, in learning

visually, individuals must see the images and transformations but may

not be able to create them on their own without experience. Spatial

ability may be a learned skifi. (Moses, 1980)

For example, a child may be given a cylindrical solid and a cube

and asked to fit each object into either a square hole or a circular hole.

When the child finally completes the task, has he learned spatial

visualization or simply gotten lucky? A significant amount of research

has addressed questions in the area of spatial visualization and spatial

orientation in the last thirty years. In the next chapter, we will see what

researchers have discovered about spatial skills. First we will discuss

various tests that have been designed to evaluate spatial ability.

Definitions of Spatial Tests

A number of tests have been developed to determine an

individual's spatial ability. Below is a list of the tests that are discussed

throughout this paper:



The Differential Aptitude Test: Space Relations (hereafter referred

to as DAT:SR) by Bennett et al. (1972) assesses a person's ability to

mentally-fold a two-dimensional pattern into a three-dimensional figure.

This test consists of 60 problems arid is considered to be a spatial

visualization test. A sample problem from the DAT:SR is shown in Figure

'.4.

A B C D

Figure 1.4: The Differential Aptitude Test: Space Relations (DAT:SR)
Sample Problem

. 3-Dimensional Cube Test (hereafter referred to as 3DC) by Gittler

(1998) assesses a person's abffity to look at a cube that only has three

sides showing and choose a related view of the cube after it has been

rotated in space. This test is considered to be a spatial visualization test.

The test has 18 questions of which 17 are scored. A sample problem from

the 3DC is shown in Figure 1.5 from Sorby (1990).



Example a

Figure 1.5: 3-Dimensional Cube Test (3DC) Sample Problem

. The Form Board Test (hereafter referred to as FBT) (Kit of Reference

Tests for Cognitive Factors) assesses a person's ability to mentally-

manipulate a pattern into other visual configurations. Of the five

choices, you are to determine which would complete the outline form

given. This test consists of 24 questions and is considered to be a spatial

visualization test. A sample problem from the FBT is shown in Figure 1.6

from Moses (1980)

Figure 1.6: The Form Board Test (FBT) Sample Problem.



. Hidden Figures Test (hereafter referred to as HFT) (Kit ofReference

Tests for Cognitive Factors) assesses a person's ability to determine which

of five images is embedded in another complex pattern. This test

assesses spatial orientation and is of high difficulty level. The test

consists of 16 questions. A sample problem from the HFT is shown in

Figure 1.7 from Moses (1980).

ABCDE ABCDE

Figure 1.7: Hidden Figures Test (HFT) Sample Problem

. Punched Holes Test (hereafter referred to as PHT)(Kit ofReference

Tests for Cognitive Factors) assesses a person's abffity to mentally-

manipulate a pattern into another visual formation through folding the

image. A folded image is shown with a hole punched in it and you are to

determine which of five possibifities shows the paper correctly unfolded.

This test has ten items and is considered to be a spatial visualization

test. A sample problem is shown in Figure 1.8 from Moses (1980).
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Figure 1.8: Punched Holes Test (PHT) Sample Problem

The Purdue Spatial Visualization Test: Rotations (hereafter

referred to as PSVT: R) was developed by Guay (1976) to assess a person's

abifity to visualize rotated solids. This test has 30 items and is scored as

the percent correct. It is considered to be a spatial visualization test. A

sample problem from the PSVT:R shown in Figure 1.9.

IS ROTATED TO

RS IS ROTATED TO

Figure 1.9: Purdue Spatial Visualiztion Test: Rotations (PSVT:R) Sample
Problem
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. The Mental Rotations Test (hereafter referred to as MRT) was

developed by Vandenberg and Kuse (1978) and consists of 20 items.

Similar to the PSVT:R, this test assesses an individual's ability to

mentally-rotate objects and choose correct representations of the objects

after rotation. Each problem has two out of four correct possible

rotations from the original figure. A sample problem from the MRT

shown in Figure 1.10.

WI a, -
4EEE1!S

0 0 0 0

Figure 1.10: Mental Rotations Test (MRT) Sample Problem

Mental Cutting Test (hereafter referred to as MCT) was developed by

the College Entrance Examination Board, USA (1939) and consists of 25

items. Each problem shows an original object that is to be cut with a

plane. Participants must choose one correct cross section out of five

choices. This is considered to be a spatial visualization problem. A

sample problem from the MCT shown in Figure 1.11 from Sorby (1999).
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Figure 1.11: Mental Cutting Test (MCT) Sample Problem

Gestalt Completion Test(Kit ofReference Tests for Cognitive Factors)

is considered a spatial orientation test. This test assesses an individual's

abifity to mentally-see a whole, completed representation of an object

given only part of the object. A sample problem from the Gestalt

Completion Test is shown in Figure 1.12 from Tartre (1 990a).

This is a rest of your ability to see a whole picture even though it is not com-
pletely drawn. You are to use your imagination to fill in the missing parts.

Look at each incomplete picture and try to see what it is. On the line under
each picture, write a word or two to describe it.

Try the sample pictures below:

4'-

1. 2.

(Picture 1 is a flag and picture 2 is a hammer head.)
From the Mo.nu.al for XiiofFac:or-Refrrenced Cogn line Tejls (p. 27) by R. B. Ekstrom. 3. W. French. &

H H. Harmon. 1976. Ptinceton. Ni: Educationil Testing Service. Copyngh; © 1962.1975 by Educational Test-
tog Service. Repnnted by permission.

Figure 1.12: Gestalt Completion Test Sample Problem
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. Middle Grades Mathematics Project Spatial Visualization Test

(hereafter referred to as MGMPSVT) The test consists of 32 problems

with ten different types of items and is classified as a spatial

visualization test. This test assesses an individual's ability to mentally-

picture an image from different points of view. For example, given the

front view of an object, one may be asked to choose the side view of the

object from five choices. Sample problems from the MGMPS\JT are

shown in Figure 1.13.

2. You ar* a plctuT* of a bu1d1n9 drm from Ui. FONT-R1fl conier.

Ftd tM BA YEW.

neAmèinEn

3. You an givan th. .ap plan of a bufldn.

flud Ui RX9fT VIEW

mu.. a miii am..m is saa. u mama ma amaim aimu a mu.

. 1:

Figure 1.13: Middle Grades Mathematics Project Spatial Visualization
Test (MGMPSVT) Sample Problems
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Statement of Problem

We have seen examples of how spatial abffities can lead to

irmovative ideas and enrich our understanding of mathematical

concepts. This paper is concerned with exploring the opinions

individuals have about the relationship of their spatial abffities to their

past experiences and to mathematics in general. If we are to teach

students spatial skills, knowing how students believe they learn spatial

skills is important. Understanding the experiences of those with high

spatial abffities could be very valuable in teaching and possibly

improving individual's spatial skifis. Discovering if certain categories of

people have better spatial abffities than others is another goal of this

research. The overall purpose of this study is to determine what type of

people may have more developed spatial skills and what factors may be

involved in achieving strong spatial skills.
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CHAFFER II: REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction

Researchers in the area of spatial visualization have been

concerned with a variety of issues, among which are

the relationship between spatial abffities and mathematics,

gender differences in the area of spatial abffity,

the types of experiences that may effect one's spatial ability, and

. whether it is possible to teach spatial skills and who may benefit.

In the following studies we will find answers to these questions. These

studies will also bring to light several other questions that I will address

later in my research.

Research on How Spatial Abffity Applies to Mathematics

Learning mathematics is a complex process; a rich understanding

of many mathematical concepts involves spatial visualization. In

calculus, some individuals prefer simply to learn how to compute a

derivative of a function at a point algebraically or how to use the precise

definition of a derivative. Others may prefer to see what the definition of

a derivative is graphically and how they can visually compute the

derivative of a function at a point. This graphical form of learning could

be considered a type of spatial skifi training. Spatial ability is not only
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found in calculus, but is directly related to success in geometry, problem

solving, and mathematics in general (Guay and McDaniel, 1977; Battista,

1982 & 1990; Moses, 1980; Fennema and Sherman, 1977; Fennema &

Tartre, 1985; Tartre, 1990a.) Although one may benefit from spatial

abifities, some researchers have found that those without high spatial

ability can sometimes compensate when solving mathematical problems.

(Fennema & Tartre, 1985; Tartre, 1990a.)

At the elementary level, Guay and McDaniel (1977) found a positive

relationship between spatial abffities and mathematics. Their study

consisted of four spatial ability tests, created by the experimenter, that

were given to 90 children from the second to seventh grade. The

reliability of these tests was computed using the Kuder-Richardson

Formula 20 procedure and was found adequate for the study. Their

results showed that on all four tests the mean score was significantly

higher for the group of higher mathematics achievers than the lower

mathematics achievers.

Battista (1990) found spatial visualization and logical reasoning to

be significantly related to both geometric achievement and geometric

problem solving for males and females. His study looked at 145 high

school geometry students. They were given a spatial visualization test (a

modified version of the PS\1T:R), a logical reasoning test, knowledge of

geometry test, and a geometric problem solving/strategies test (sample



problem from geometric problem solving/strategies test is shown in

Figure II. 1).

Problem

Consider the three-dimensional figure pictured below. What is the intersection of
this figure and a plane that passes through points A, B. and C? Circle the letter of the
best axsWtr.

A.atnangle B

B. a quadrilateral
C. a pentagon
1). none of the above C

Strategy Choices A

(Given on the page following the problem statement)

A. I figured that since the plane must pass through three points, the intersection
would be a triangle. I did not draW on the figure. nor did I try to visualize how the
plane intetsected the figure.

B. I tried to logically deduce tht answer based on a careful analysis of the given
information. I did not draw on the figure, nor did I try to visualize how the plane inter-
sected the figure.

C. I drew on the figure to help me visualize how the plane intersected it.
D. While looking at the figure. 1 tried to visualize how'the plane intersected it.
E. ?4ONE OFIHE ABOVE choices accurately describes how I solved this prob-

lem. PLEASE DESCRIBE HOW YOU SOLVED THE PROBLEM BELOW.

Figure 11.1: Geometric Problem Solving/Strategies Test Sample Problem

The correlation between spatial visualization and geometric

problem solving as compared with the correlation between logical

reasoning and geometric problem solving was very similar for students

who scored at a medium or high level on the geometry achievement test.

However, the correlation between spatial visualization and geometric

problem solving was significantly higher than that of logical reasoning

and geometric problem solving for students with low scores. Battista
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(1990, Pg. 56) hypothesized that "this may be due to low-achieving

geometry students taking a more visual than analytic approach to the

subject." This also suggests that both spatial abffity and logical

reasoning are important factors in doing well in geometry.

According to Moses (1980), spatial skills do play an important role

in problem-solving performance. In her study with students ranging

from filth graders to university level, she said that those who were

successful at problem solving were inclined to use visual solution

processes. She used several spatial visualization tests to uncover these

results. Although the tests she used were different from those tests given

by the other researchers they stifi accurately measured spatial

visualization ability among students. Battista et al. (1982) found that

both cognitive development and spatial visualization are important

factors in learning geometry.

Fennema and Sherman (1977) investigated gender-related

differences in mathematics achievement of 1233 students in the ninth to

twelfth grade. The researchers administered a variety of tests assessing

math achievement, verbal ability, and spatial visualization (DAT:SR).

They also focussed on variables associated with gender-related

differences in mathematics achievement. One variable that proved to be

a significant factor in mathematics achievement was spatial

visualization.
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However, in a later study, Fennema and Tartre (1985) found that

students with low spatial visualization skills solved about the same

amount of problems as those with high spatial visualization skills. This

information may seem contradictory to what we have stated earlier, but

perhaps this is because although spatial ability is related to success in

mathematics, those without high spatial skills are able to use other

abifities that enable them to succeed in mathematics. This study by

Fennema and Tartre (1985) investigated spatial visualization skills of

sixth grade students (using a portion of the DAT), mathematical

achievement, and verbal skifis (using a vocabulary test, cognitive abifities

test, and verbal battery by Thorndike & Hagen, 1975). The subjects

selected for the study were the students that had bi-polar scores on the

DAT and verbal tests. The researchers categorized students into four

groups: a high spatial/low verbal male, high spatial/low verbal female,

low spatial/high verbal male, and low spatial/high verbal female. When

the students reached the eighth grade they were re-tested with the same

tests along with a random sample of students.

Fennema and Tartre found that the high spatial/low verbal

students translated mathematical problems involving symbols into

pictures better than the low spatial/high verbal group. They found that

high spatial/low verbal students used mental movement more in solving

problems than low spatial/high verbal students. The researchers also

found that when using spatial visualization skills to solve mathematical
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problems, the boys solved significantly more problems correctly than the

girls.

From this study, the researchers concluded that despite the

differences in spatial visualization skills, verbal skills, and the processes

students use to solve problems, they do not differ in their ability to solve

mathematical problems correctly. We have seen that Fennema believes

that spatial visualization is related to mathematics achievement as stated

in her study with Sherman (1977), but she also found that those without

high spatial abifities can stifi perform well in mathematics by relying on

other abffities.

With regards to spatial orientation, Tartre (1990a, pg. 227) found

that, "...spatial orientation skill appears to be used in specific and

identifiable ways in the solution of mathematics problems." In her study,

tenth-grade students were given the Gestalt Completion Test (described

earlier), and the students who scored in the top or bottom third of the

distribution of scores were selected to be interviewed. Fifty-seven

students were asked to do ten mathematical problems (geometric, non-

geometric, visual, and non-visual) and to describe how they would solve

them. The geometric non-visually presented problem described the

relationships and distances among three towns and the students were to

find the distance from one of the three towns to a fourth town. An

example of a visually presented geometric problem is shown in Figure

11.2.

L
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Draw a square that has ares equal to 2 square inches using four of the points
below as vertices (corners).

Explain how you know that the area of your figure is 2 square inches.
(Him given verbally if appropriate: You have used horizontal and vertical

lines. Is there any other alternative?)

Figure 11.3: Geometric Problem in Study by Tartre

However, once a hint was given, 56 percent of the high-spatial-

orientation students and 47 percent of the low-spatial-orientation

students found the solution. Tartre concluded that spatial orientation

skills are used in solving mathematical problems, yet there was no

significant difference in correct answers between spatial orientation

groups. Students ". . .were able to make use of other skills, such as use of

help given to them, to solve mathematical problems." (Tartre, 1990b, pg.

57)
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We see that without hints, those who had higher spatial ability

performed better than those with lower spatial ability. The use of a hint

does not seem to be a skifi but it is simply help on the problem. If the

participants had been able to make use of other skills on their own,

without help, then this would justify saying that there did not exist a

significant difference in correctly answered problems.

As we have seen, researchers believe spatial visualization is an

integral part of mathematics. Both Moses (1980) arid Battista (1990)

found that spatial visualization seems to have a significant correlation to

geometric problems and general problem solving methods. The abffity to

visualize images and objects allowed students to better grasp ideas and

concepts being presented. Fennema and Tartre (1985) found that

students with high spatial abffity were able to translate symbols into

pictures more easilty to aid them in solving mathematical problems.

They also stated that although spatial abffity relates to mathematics,

those without high spatial abilities can stifi perform well in mathematics

by relying on other abffities.

Research on Gender Differences in Spatial Abifity

The relationship between gender and spatial abffities is a subject of

several studies (Moses, 1982; Fennema & Tartre, 1985; Ben-Chaim et al.,

1988; Sorby et al., 1999). Because it seems that spatial abffity supports
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success in mathematics, it would seem very plausible that ii gender

differences exist in spatial abffity they may help explain the under-

representation of women in mathematics.

Moses (1980) administered four spatial ability tests including the

MRT, PHT, FBT, and HFT to participants from fifth-grade to post-

secondary. The researcher found that at every grade level males seemed

to perform better than females on each of the tests given. Moses also

observed that the spatial visualization gap between males and females

got noticeably wider from fifth-grade to the university level. Although he

found the gap at the fifth-grade level to be insignificant, by the time an

individual reached the university level that gap became significant.

Similarly, using the Middle Grades Mathematics Project Spatial

Visualization Test, Ben-Chaim et al. (1988) found that there existed

gender differences in fifth-grade to eighth-grade students. This test was

administered at the beginning and end of an instructional period. His

study found that as the students got older, the gap between spatial

visualization scores increased, favoring the males. From the pre-test

results, the mean score was 7.44 for the girls and 7.35 for the boys (Ben-

Chaim et al., 1988). Although the girls start out slightly above the boys

in fifth-grade the difference is not significant. By eighth-grade, the gap

increases in favor of the boys with a mean score of 11.22 for the girls and

15.80 for the boys, according to pre-test results.
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Fermema and Tartre (1985, pg. 205) found "the use of spatial

visualization skills may indeed help explain the sex-related differences in

mathematics, but one must never say, ..., that all girls are less able than

all boys to use their spatial visualization skills appropriately in

mathematics."

In looking at one more study of university level students, Sorby et

al. (1999) found a significant difference in the test scores between males

and females in three culturally different universities. The average test

scores for males were at least ten percent higher than that of females. At

a university in Germany, the average PSVT:R score for the men was 20

percent higher than that of the women. The researchers also found that

women were more likely to fail (60 percent or less was considered failing)

than men and at a university in Michigan where only four of the 79

students who received perfect (100%) scores were female.

Evidence has shown that there exist differences in spatial abffity

among males and females. We also saw that according to Moses (1980)

the difference in spatial abifity between males and females was almost

identical while students were stifi in elementary school. Moses (1980)

and Ben-Chaim et al. (1988) both suggested that males will eventually

have higher spatial abilities than females. Determining what experiences

may factor into the differences in spatial abffity between males and

females is of much interest and will be explored in the next section.
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Research on How Prior Experiences May Effect Spatial Ability

Realizing that gender and time are possible factors in an

individual's spatial abffity suggests that other attributes and possible

experiences could affect one's spatial ability. Cultural differences,

childhood experiences, career paths, and a variety of unique

backgrounds could play a role in one's spatial ability. For instance, if

you grew up in a family of carpenters, you most likely would have grown

up in the midst of blocks and wood pieces. Being around and playing

with these three-dimensional wood pieces might have given you a better

notion of rotations of solids or possible three-dimensional figures. These

effects have only been studied a little, but the research is very intriguing.

Sorby et al. (1999) studied factors that may be significant in the

development of visualization skills. They also examined gender

differences and visualization ability of students enrolled in three different

cross-cultural technical universities: Michigan Technological University

(MTU) in the U.S., University of Kaiserslutem (UKL) in Germany, and

Cracow University of Technology (CUT) in Poland. The PSVT:R was given

to United States and Germany students, the MRT was given to Polish

students, and the MCT was given to both the German and Polish

students. Along with these tests, students were asked to answer

questions regarding their age, handedness, childhood toy preferences,
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previous instruction in geometry, occupational training, work experience,

and participation in certain sports. (Sorby et al., 1999)

As stated earlier, Sorby et al. (1999) found differences of at least

ten percent in the test scores between males and females at all three

universities. The researchers also found that the differences in test

scores between males and females were much higher in Germany than in

the United States. Males were also more likely to have played with

construction toys as children. In Germany males played significantly

more video games than females, which was consistent with findings from

a university in Brazil, Escola de Engenharia Maua (EEM) (Medina et al.,

1998). In the United States and Brazil, males had previously taken

design or drafting type classes more often than females. The reason we

are comparing males to females in examining background experience is

to find distinctions between the two sexes because males tend to score

higher in the area of spatial visualization. The correlation between male

dominated activities and higher spatial visualization scores could result

in learning what activities may produce higher spatial abilities in people

as well as how we can close the gap between males and females.

Deno (1995) also did a study of 396 engineering students enrolled

in an Engineering Graphics and Problem Solving course. He used the

MRT to test spatial abilities and a Spatial Experience Inventory (SEI)

created by Deno. The SEI consisted of 480 spatial activities and 12

categories. The study looked more specifically at formal academic
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subjects, non-academic activities, and sports. Each of these areas were

broken down further into school levels (pre-school, elementary school,

junior high school, and high school.) Deno found that non-academic

activities seemed to have the strongest correlation to spatial visualization

abffity, but only for the men. Of these non-academic activities, the most

significant relationship between activities and spatial abffity occurred

during the high school developmental period followed by the elementary

developmental period. At the junior high and high school level, high

correlation was found between their MRT scores and building activities

such as: building race-car sets, building models, and repairing

automobiles. For women, building train sets and navigating a car

positively related to their performance on the MPT. The activities during

the elementary period that were positively significant also consisted of

building type toys such as Legos, log building sets, and art activities. For

women, watching educational television and Sesame Streetwere

positively significant factors.

Although the studies by Sorby et at (1999), Medina et al. (1998),

and Deno (1995) all involved university students specifically in the field

of engineering, Guay (1978) had very similar results for a general

population of university students. He also found that students with

prior experience in areas that are thought to be spatially oriented did

better on the spatial tests than students without these types of

experiences.
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McDaniel et al. (1978) also created a Spatial Experience

Questionnaire which was given to 242 university students in an

introductory psychology course. Spatial visualization was based on the

ability to perform four tasks at the end of the questionnaire: constructing

a mental map of a city, mentally manipulating a mathematical equation,

visualizing the rotation of a cube, and determining the direction of one's

parked car while inside an unfamiliar building. The researchers found

that for males, making or repairing furniture, playing pooi, reading a

map or using a compass, and using machine tools were influential

activities in determining spatial scores. For women, sketching house

plans, using hand tools, skiing, putting together jigsaw puzzles, building

models, weaving or macrame, and reading a map or using a compass

were influential activities in differentiating between high and low spatial

ability. This shows that there are activities that both males and females

do that positively influence their spatial ability.

These studies have shown that past experiences can play a role in

spatial ability. Males seem to generally do better in spatial visualization

than females and males also seem to have played more with construction

toys. Males in the engineering fields have also worked more with drafting

than females. The studies also found that males tended to play more

video games than females which positively influenced males spatial

abffity. All these areas that men participated in seem to have a

connection to spatial visualization. It seems that construction toys, video
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games, and drafting all have three-dimensional aspects to them that

apparently helped in the male's spatial abilities.

Research on Instruction in Spatial Skills

We have seen that most researchers believe that spatial ability is

an important factor to the success in mathematics. We have also seen

that gender differences exist in spatial ability and that different

experiences relate to one's spatial ability. Combining these ideas, we can

consider the notion of teaching spatial ability. If we want to have better

mathematics students, then increasing their spatial abifity could help

increase their mathematics achievement. Through instruction it may be

possible to decrease the gender differences in spatial ability using those

experiences that have been found to correlate to higher spatial ability.

Interesting findings have been made in this area by numerous

researchers. (Moses, 1980; Battista et al., 1982; Ben-Chaim et al., 1988)

Moses (1980) investigated, among other things, whether

instruction in visual thinking tasks affects problem solving performance.

Her research involved 170 students from eight separate classes: two

fifth-grade classes, four ninth-grade classes, and two university classes.

Students were given a set of pre-tests, followed by 12 weeks of

instruction in spatial visualization, and then a set of post-tests which

were the same as the set of pre-tests. The set of pre/post-tests consisted
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of four spatial visualization tests (the MRT, PHT, FBT, and HFT), two

reasoning tests, and a problem-solving test. Moses was the instructor for

the 12-week period and she focused on three types of visual thinking:

seeing, imagining, and drawing. She had students compare different

three-dimensional objects such as cylinders, cones, and cubes. She also

had the students rotate some of the objects as well as reconstruct objects

with paper or clay. The students worked with two-dimensional figures,

creating different types of polygons as well as finding hidden shapes and

symmetrical qualities. Everything was a hands-on experience in the

sense that all facets of instruction used objects that the students could

hold and manipulate with their hands. Drawing these objects and

configurations of objects was encouraged in each situation.

In analyzing the data, Moses found that instruction in visual

thinking tasks positively affected spatial abifity and reasoning abffity.

This suggests that spatial ability is a learned concept and not simply

genetic as some have conjectured (Yen, 1975). However, instruction did

not affect problem-solving performance or the use of visual solution

processes.

Another study was done to determine whether pre-service

elementary teachers could improve their spatial ability by taking an

informal geometry course that emphasized spatial activities (Battista et

al., 1982). At the beginning and end of a 15-week period, 82 students,

pre-service elementary teachers, were given the PSVT:R. The students
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also took the Longeot test of cognitive development at the end of the 15-

week period. Students performed numerous spatial activities during the

instruction. Some of these activities were very similar to those used by

Moses (1980). Symmetries, manipulation of three-dimensional solids,

arid tessellations were just a few of the methods used to demonstrate

geometric concepts.

Spatial visualization scores of pre-service elementary teachers

significantly increased from the beginning of the semester to the end.

(Battista et al., 1982) This research further asserts the prominence of

both cognitive development and spatial visualization in the learning of

geometry.

According to Moses (1980) the gap in spatial visualization scores

between males and females increases from second grade to university

level students. We can hypothesize that this is due to experiences they

have encountered or possibly due to age and cognitive development. Is

there a way to minimize this gap? Instruction in spatial ability is

possible and is effective in increasing scores, but scores increase equally

for both males and females. Ben-Chaim et al. (1988) recorded the

pretest and posttest scores of fifth-grade to eighth-grade students. From

the researchers' results, both males and females increased in spatial

visualization, but the increases were equal, leaving the gap between their

scores the same from pre-test to post-test. What was even more

interesting is that the students, both male and female, retained their
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spatial abffities when tested four weeks later and even a entire year later

(Ben-Chaim et al., 1988). This is another indication that spatial abifities

are traits that can be strengthened through instruction and training.

Both Moses (1980) and Battista et al. (1982) indicated that spatial

visualization can be taught. They even suggested methods of instruction

designed to increase spatial abffities in those who took the courses.

Spatial abffity was almost identical in elementary school but a gap was

created by the time students reached the university level. (Moses, 1980)

The gender differences in spatial abilities seem to begin around

adolescence. This may be the time where spatial ability needs to be

taught and possibly incorporated into a curriculum.

Conclusion

The phrase "seeing is believing" takes on more than one meaning

with this topic. Spatial visualization seems to be involved in everything

from playing with toys to solving mathematical problems. It is used at

early ages and by those who have had significant amounts of schooling.

How a person acquires spatial abffity, what spatial ability influences, and

who excels in spatial ability are stifi somewhat unclear. Studies have

shown that spatial ability plays a role in success in mathematics, males

have better spatial abffities than females, and instruction in spatial

ability is possible. Researchers are stifi debating what types of
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experiences and backgrounds effect one's spatial ability. Do one's major,

gender, or math skills affect their spatial ability or is it the other way

around?

There stifi remain unanswered questions and the purpose of this

study is to answer some of them:

1.) In looking at one's background, who was better at spatial

visualization? Science majors versus non-science majors? Males

versus females? Faculty versus students?

2.) What experiences did the examinees feel were reasons for their

perceived success or failure in spatial ability?

3.) In what ways did the examinees feel spatial abffity related to their

success or lack of success in mathematics?
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CHAPTER III: RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

Introduction

Researchers have been studying the ideas of spatial abifities for

decades and there is stifi controversy over many of the issues relating to

this area. This study addresses some of those issues and attempts to

answer the following three questions:

1.) In looking at one's background, who is better at spatial visualization?

Science majors versus non-science majors? Males versus females?

Faculty versus students?

2.) What experiences did the examinees feel were reasons for their

perceived success or failure in spatial abifity?

3.) In what ways did the examinees feel spatial ability related to their

success or lack of success in mathematics?

Subjects

We have cited research on the spatial abilities of elementary and

high school age students (Seng & Chen, 2000; Moses, 1980; Guay &

McDaniel, 1977), engineering students (Sorby et aL, 1999; Devon et al.,

1998; Medina et aL, 1998), and geometry students (Battista, 1990;

Battista et al., 1982). The purpose of this study is to look at a general

population of university students and faculty, and to compare specific
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subgroups within the population. Seventy-six students and 22 faculty

from a Pacific-Northwest university participated in this study.

In selecting the students, five upper-level classes were approached

and asked for volunteers to participate in the study. The five classes

were in art, English, history, chemistry, and mathematics. Very few

volunteers came from those classes so two more classes were

approached, a sophomore-level psychology class and a sophomore-level

mathematics class. The professors in both the psychology and

mathematics classes offered their students some extra credit if they

participated in the study. Consequently, these classes produced a

majority of the student subjects.

The sample of students consisted of 28 females and 48 males

where 41 were science majors and 35 non-science majors. The faculty

members were from the art, English, history, chemistry, and

mathematics departments on the same campus. Participation was

completely voluntary for the faculty members in this study as well. The

sample of faculty consisted of eight females and 14 males where 11 were

in a scientific field and ii in a non-science field. Those fields of study

that were classified in the science groups were biology, mathematics,

engineering, chemistry, architecture, computer science, biology, pre-

medical, and pre-dental. The non-sciences consisted of individuals in

the areas of anthropology, art, behavioral sciences, business,

communications, exploratory studies, elementary education, food
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psychology, zoology, and undecided.

Instruments

As mentioned earlier, there are many instruments that test spatial

abffity, the PSVT:R, MRT, DAT:SR, 3DC, FBT, and HFT are only a few. In

this study, spatial abffity was measured by using a Spatial IQ test by

Crampton (2000). This test was chosen, as opposed to the

aforementioned tests, because of its integration of numerous aspects of

spatial visualization and spatial orientation. It was important to the

researcher to test all aspects of spatial ability. The MRT for example,

may test one's abffity to mentally rotate solids, but it fails to test the

ability to fold two-dimensional objects in three-dimensional space. The

3DC may assess a person's abffity to picture cubes and what they may

look like on all sides, but fails to test how one may manipulate a solid or

fold an image mentally. The spatial IQ test actually incorporates aspects

of all six tests. (Appendix B)

The reliability of this test has not yet been determined. However,

we found the figures to match those of other tests of this nature.

Problems one and nine were very similar to problems on the DAT:SR.

Problems two, three, and eight were all problems similar to that on the

MRT and PSVT:R. Problems four and ten were similar to those on the
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Problems six and seven were similar to those on the 3DC test.

Alter completing the Spatial IQ test, participants also completed a

questionnaire. The questions ranged from basic information such as

gender, major, and age to questions about past experiences that may

have been perceived to contribute to their spatial ability. (Appendix B)

Instruction of study

All the students who volunteered for the study came to one of two

scheduled periods to take the Spatial IQ test and answer the

questionnaire. Students were allowed up to 50 minutes to take the test

and finish the questionnaire, but all participants finished under the

allotted amount of time. The faculty members were all given Spatial IQ

tests in their campus mailboxes along with the questionnaire.

Instructions were attached to the test informing them of the time limit,

where to return the test when completed, arid other information that was

verbally announced to the students during their testing time. The tests

were sent to the faculty mailboxes due to time constraints that many

faculty have.



Data Collecting/Analysis

Once the Spatial IQ tests and questiormaires were collected and

returned, analysis of the data began. A qualitative analysis was done on

the data to answer the intended questions of this study. The answers to

every problem and question were recorded on spreadsheets. A binomial

distribution was done on each of the problems to test whether they were

valid or whether participants simply guessed randomly. Statistical

comparisons were then made between the following subgroups: males,

females, faculty, students, sciences, non-sciences, and combinations of

these. A t-test was performed on each comparison to determine

statistical significance. The open-ended questions were analyzed to

categorize comments and note unique remarks. The information was

finally organized in order to address each question of this study.

Summary

In testing both university students and university faculty, the

study allowed for a strong analysis of spatial abffity within a particular

field of study. It also provided information addressing the influences of

past experiences on the spatial abffities of the participants. It is

important to note that all student and faculty participants in this study

had a minimum of 18 years of experience, which is significantly more

than the shorter time span of experience noted by elementary school
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students. The qualitative malysis of this research furnishes us with a

fascinating view of what role spatial visualization plays in the lives of

mathematicians, scientists, and non-scientists.
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CHAPTER IV: RESULTS

Introduction

In part, the results of this study corroborated results of earlier

studies and addressed the following three questions:

1.) In looking at one's background, who is better at spatial visualization?

Science majors versus non-science majors? Males versus females?

Faculty versus students?

2.) What experiences did the examinees feel were reasons for their

perceived success or failure in spatial ability?

3.) In what ways did the examinees feel spatial ability related to their

success or lack of success in mathematics?

Groun Comnarisons

A t-test was performed on each of the following comparisons to

determine statistical significance. Comparisons of males, females,

science, non-science, faculty, students, arid combinations of these were

performed. The only comparisons that were found to be statistically

significant or practically significant involved the faculty-science group.

(Table N.l)
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Significant t-test values
(#_of_participants)

Mean p-value

Faculty-Science (11) 6.91

Student-Science (41) 5.73 p=O.057
Student-Non-Science (35) 5.57 p=O.037
Student-Male (48) 5.77 p=O.063
Student-Female (28) 5.63 p=O.029
Faculty-Non-Science (11) 5.18 p=O.O1 9

Table IV. 1: Significant t-test values when compared to the Faculty-
Science Group

The faculty-science versus the faculty-non-science group had the

greatest statistically significant results. Although the comparisons in

Table IV. 1 were the only comparisons found to be statistically significant,

we did find many interesting trends in the data. These trends are what

we will consider in this chapter. Further speculation as to why the other

comparisons were not statistically significant wifi be discussed in the

next chapter.

In this study, the mean score for all 76 students was 5.66. Science

majors had a higher mean score on the Spatial IQ test than non-science

majors as shown in Table IV.2. Although the mean score was very close,

the percentage of science majors at or above the average (this was

considered scoring a five or better) was six percent higher than that of

the non-science majors. In the same type of comparison, males had a

slightly higher mean score than females, but the percentage of males at

or above the mean was 83.3 percent whereas there were only 67.9

percent of the females at or above the mean.



STUDENTS Mean At or Above Mean
(scores of 5 or more)

Total (76) 5.66 77.6%

Science (41) 5.73 80.5%
Non-Science (35) 5.57 74.3%

Male (48) 5.77 83.3%
Female (28) 5.63 67.9%

Table P1.2: Science vs. Non-Science and Male vs. Female Mean Scores of
Students

Table P1.3 shows similar results for the faculty, however, the mean

score for all 22 faculty members was 6.05. In the faculty group, those

individuals in a scientific field had a mean of 6.91 compared to a mean of

5.18 for non-scientific faculty. Even more interesting is the difference in

the percentage at or above the mean (this was considered to have a score

of six or more for the faculty). There was an approximate 36 percent

difference in the number of scientific faculty at or above the mean than

the non-scientific faculty. This is also the comparison that had the

greatest statistically significant difference as shown in Table P1.1. When

comparing male faculty to female faculty, there was another noticeable

difference. Males had a mean score of 6.29 as compared to females with

a mean of 5.63. The male faculty also had approximately 21 percent

more scores at or above the mean than female faculty.
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FACULTY Mean At or Above Mean
(scores of 6 or more)

Total (22) 6.05 63.6%

Science (11) 6.91 81.8%
Non-Science (11) 5.18 45.5%

Male (14) 6.29 71.4%
Female (8) 5.63 50.0%

Table IV.3: Science vs. Non-Science and Male vs. Female Mean Scores of
Faculty

In comparing the faculty to the students, the faculty had a higher

mean than the students, 6.05 to 5.66 respectively (Table IV.4). The male

faculty in the sciences also had a higher mean score than students with

science majors, 6.91 to 5.73 respectively. However, the reverse

happened for non-science individuals. The non-science faculty had a

lower mean than the non-science students. Comparing male faculty to

male students shows that the faculty had a mean or 6.29 and the

students a mean of 5.77. However, the female faculty and the female

students had the same mean of 5.63. As we saw in Table IV. 1, the

science-faculty had statistically significant differences when compared to

non-science students and female students. The science-faculty also had

t-test values that were very close to being statistically significant when

compared to the science students and male students.



Total (# of examinees) Science Non-Science Males Females
Faculty 6.05 (22) 6.91 (11) 5.18 (11) 6.29 (14) 5.63 (8)

Students 5.66 (76) 5.73 (41) 5.57 (35) 5.77 (48) 5.63 (28)

Table IV.4: Mean Scores of Faculty Versus Student in Sciences and
Gender

The comparison of Science-Male (SM), Science-Female (SF), Non-

Science-Male (NSM), and Non-Science-Female (NSF) was also considered

for the 76 students, shown in Table P1.5. The mean score for SM

compared to SF was almost identical. Those at or above the mean for SM

was about 11 percent higher than the SF. For NSM, their mean score

was 5.86 compared to NSF of 5.38. A considerable difference of about 19

percent, favoring the NSM, was found in the percentage of scores at or

above the mean. An interesting comparison here is that NSM actually

had a slightly higher mean score than SM. They also had a higher

percentage of scores at or above the mean, by about three percent. The

NSF had slightly lower mean scores than the SF with the percentage of

scores at or above the mean favoring the SF by about five percent.

Further results were found for the 22 faculty, shown in Table P1.6.

Just as with the student's scores, the faculty's SM mean score was fairly

close to the SF mean score. An interesting observation is that out of the

four NSF, only one scored at or above the mean whereas out of the four
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mean score than the NSM and NSF.

Student Science/Gender Mean At or Above Mean
(scores of 5 or more)

Total (76) 5.65 79.0%

Science-Male (34) 5.74 82.4%
Science-Female (7) 5.71 71.4%

Non-Science-Male (14) 5.86 85.7%
Non-Science-Female (21) 5.38 66.7%

Table P1.5: Mean Scores of Students: Science-Male vs. Science-Female
vs. Non-Science-Male vs. Non-Science-Female

Faculty Science/Gender Mean At or Above Mean
(scores of 6 or more)

Total (22) 6.05 63.6%

Science-Male (7) 7.00 85.7%
Science-Female (4) 6.75 75.0%

Non-Science-Male (7) 5.57 71.4%
Non-Science-Female (4) 4.50 25.0%

Table P1.6: Mean Scores of Faculty: Science-Male vs. Science-Female
vs. Non-Science-Male vs. Non-Science-Female

Comparisons between faculty and students in the areas of Science-

Male (SM), Science-Female (SF), Non-Science-Male (NSM), and Non-

Science-Female (NSF) were also found (shown in Table P1.7). The

faculty's mean scores were higher than students' mean scores for both

males and females in the sciences. However, the opposite was true for



the non-sciences. Both males and female faculty had lower mean scores

than the students m the non-sciences.

Sciences/
Gender

Total (# of
examinees)

Science
Male

Science
Female

Non-Science
Male

Non-Science
Female

Faculty 6.05 (22) 7.00 (7) 6.75 (4) 5.57 (7) 4.50 (4)
Students 5.66 (76) 5.74 (34) 5.71 (7) 5.86 (14) 5.38 (21)

Table P1.7: Mean Scores of Faculty Versus Student: Science-Male vs.
Science-Female vs. Non-Science-Male vs. Non-Science-
Female

An analysis was also made on the different fields of engineering

students and how they compared to one another (Table P1.8). Overall,

they were fairly close, however, computer engineers did have a much

higher mean than the other areas of engineering: 90.9 percent of the

computer engineering students scored at or above average. Those

engineer majors in the "other" category were electrical, general, and

unspecified fields of engineering. The reason the electrical engineering

was combined with the "other engineers" category is because only one

electrical engineer participated in the study.

Student Engineer Major Mean At or Above Mean
(scores of 5 or more)

Total (32) 5.66 79.0%

Civil Engineers (6) 83.3%
Computer Engineers (11) 6.18 90.9%
Mechanical Engineers (6) 5.67 66.7%
Other Engineers (9) 5.33 75.0%

Table P1.8: Mean Scores of Student Engineering Fields vs. Each Other



When comparing results for faculty by fields of study, the results

are similar results to the science versus non-science comparisons. The

chemistry faculty had the highest mean score of seven and the history

faculty had the lowest mean score of four. Math and "other" fields had a

mean score of 6.5 or better while English was at 5.29. Those in the

"other" category consisted of art, bio-mechanics, and other because only

one individual from each of those fields participated in the study. These

results are shown in Table IV.9.

Faculty Fields of Study Mean At or Above Mean
(scores of 6 or more)

Total (22) 6.05 63.6%

Chemistry (6) 7.00 83.3%
English (7) 5.29 57.1%
History (2) 4.00 0.0%
Math (4) 6.50 75.0%
Other (3) 6.67 33.3%

Table IV.9: Mean Scores of Faculty Fields of Study vs. Each Other

Another interesting result not shown in the above tables is that

only one student received a nine out of ten and that student was in the

sciences and was a male. On the other end, the only student to receive a

score of one out of ten was a student not in the sciences and was a

female. Similar results were found in the faculty as well. Two faculty

members scored a nine out of ten and those two faculty members were



males in the sciences. The lowest score for the faculty was a three out of

ten scored by a female not involved in a scientific field of study.

Overall, males tended to score higher on the Spatial IQ test than

females both at the university level as well as the faculty level, with the

exception of female-science-faculty over male-science-students. It was

also found that both students and faculty in the sciences scored higher

on the test than those not in the sciences. Male and female faculty

members in the sciences scored better than students on the Spatial IQ

test. However, students in the non-sciences scored better than the

faculty in the non-sciences.

Analysis of Specific Problems on the Spatial IQ Test

Taking a closer look at each individual problem, some interesting

results were found. Over half of the 76 students correctly answered

problems one through three and five through eight. Eighty-two percent

answered problem one correctly, 89 percent answered problem five

correctly, and 79 percent correctly answered problems six. However,

only 25 percent answered number four correctly, only 29 percent

answered problem nine correctly, and only 30 percent answered number

ten correctly.

Similar results were found with the faculty's scores. More than

half of the 22 faculty members correctly answered all problems except
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numbers four and ten. Problem number five was answered correctly by

100 percent of the faculty members. Number four was answered

correctly by only two of the 22 faculty (nine percent) and number ten was

answered correctly by only five of the 22 faculty (23 percent). Both

faculty and students apparently found problems four and ten to be

difficult. This is interesting, considering that these two problems are

both similar to problems on the Hidden Figures Test and the only two

spatial orientation problems on this test. (According to Ekstrom et al.

(1976), the HFT is classified as a spatial orientation test as opposed to a

spatial visualization test.)

The mean score for those students who did get number four or

number ten correct was 6.16 and 6.65, respectively. The mean score for

those who got both correct, only four of the 76 students, was 7.5.

Remember that the mean score for all 76 students was 5.66. The mean

score of the two faculty members (both in the non-sciences, one male

and one female) that got number four correct was only 5.0 whereas the

mean score of the five faculty members that answered number ten

correctly was 7.6. None of the faculty answered both correctly.

Results From the Questionnaire

This questionnaire enables us learn what individuals feel is related

to their success or lack of success in spatial ability and mathematics. It
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helps us determine what experiences may benefit an individual in the

area of spatial skills. The questionnaire was also designed to give the

researcher information about whether individuals felt that they could be

taught spatial ability or not.

Question #1: If you felt you did poorly, what do you think the
reason for that was? If you felt you did well, what past
experiences/classes may have contributed to your ability to do well
on this test?

Generally, students who felt they did well on the test attributed

their success to: math classes (6), geometry classes (5), art classes (3),

computer modeling (3), drafting (2), and puzzles/games (2). Other

unique answers were Legos, oragami, construction, wood-working, and

playing with blocks as child. Faculty members also mentioned

puzzles/games (3), geometry (2), as well as oragami (1) and construction

(1). Students who felt they did poorly listed reasons such as: not

understanding the patterns (9), being bad at math (2), and not having

enough patience (1). There were also many students who simply stated

that they were not visual and felt that this was the reason they did poorly

on the test. Faculty members also mentioned inability to project

patterns (3) and impatience (1).
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Question #2: What do you think would have or would help you to do
better on a test of this nature?

Over 20 percent of the students felt that practice in this area

would help with spatial visualtzation. Over 20 percent also felt that the

use of objects and being able to touch and manipulate the figures would

help them to succeed better in spatial visualization. Other answers listed

were drawing, art courses, geometry, and more explanation or

instruction on each problem. One student said that, "I think that more

practice and a better understanding of shapes and their movement would

have helped."

Question #3: When attacking a math problem what is the first thing
you usually do?

Over 25 percent of the examinees stated a type of visual approach

as a starting point to solving a mathematical problem. Such approaches

were to write everything down, draw a picture, visualize the problem, or

graph the problem. Over 30 percent of the examinees said that they

started by thinking about the process in their heads and trying to figure

out what the problem was asking and what tools to use in solving the

problem. One faculty member stated, "I try to visualize even if it's seeing

numbers or shapes in my head."



Question #4: Do you think being able to see 3-D spatial images
would help you in a math class? Why?

Over half of the students felt that spatial ability would help in a

math class. Less than ten of the 76 students felt that spatial abffity did

not play a role in math and about 15 percent said that it depended on

the class. Here are some quotes from the students' answers to this

question:

. "Yes, if you can visualize what you are calculating then it makes it

easier to understand the concept."

"Yes, it would make more sense to me. Often I just memorize

numbers, but ill saw images in 3D I could get the concept better"

"Yes, it provides a greater understanding of geometry and problem

solving."

"It definitely helps in MTH 252 (Integral Calculus) but it would also

help with problem solving abffity and logic which would help with

math."

One professor stated, "In some math classes, would give a more

'complete' perspective."
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We have defined spatial ability as consisting of two factors: spatial

visualization and spatial orientation (McGee, 1979). Spatial

visualization requires the act of manipulating or creating an object and

rotating it, whereas spatial orientation requires the ability to see that the

images have moved and to understand the correlation between rotations.

In this study we saw significant differences in the examinees' ability to

perform spatial visualization and spatial orientation skills. If we exclude

student performance on problem nine, at least 50 percent of the students

and faculty answered problems associated with spatial visualization

correctly. The exarninees performed very poorly on the two spatial

orientation problems on the test, problems four and ten. According to

the binomial distribution done on these problems, both were found to be

valid problems. Those who answered one of the two questions correctly

tended to score better on the test, with the exception of the two faculty

members that got number four correct; their mean score was five. This

may lead us to believe that spatial orientation is a higher ability than

spatial visualization. Since spatial orientation deals with understanding

the connection between two images, these results may simply tell us that

spatial orientation requires more logical thinking than does spatial
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visualization. In either case, further research is needed to answer this

question.

In comparing the different groups, very few groups have statistically

significant differences. This may be due to many factors such as the

level of education of the participant, the fact that participants were

volunteers, sample size, or the number of questions on the test. The

participants in this study are all better educated than a group drawn

randomly from the general population because they are part of the

university system. The participants were also volunteers, creating the

possibffity that those who felt they had poor spatial abifities decided not

to volunteer and the tested population was then skewed. The other

factor could have been the sample size. Although 76 students is a

decent sample size, 22 faculty may not have been sufficient to create

statistical significance. The last factor could have been that more than

ten problems might have been needed to determine one's spatial ability

and create statistically significant differences. In any case, we will focus

on the trends shown in the data.

In this study, the mean score for males, both faculty and students,

was higher than that of female participants. This is consistent with

findings by many other researchers (Moses, 1982; Fermema & Tartre,

1985; Ben-Chaim et al., 1988; Sorby et al., 1999). However, in one

comparison, science faculty females scored higher than all students

including student-science males. This implies one of two things: either
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experiences and exposure to the sciences creates higher spatial ability; or

females with high spatial abilities chose a scientific field. It is also

possible that both factors are significant in this result.

This study also found that female faculty and female students had

an identical mean score on the spatial IQ test. They both had a mean of

5.63 whereas male faculty members' mean score was higher than male

students. Yet, results did show that in the sciences, female faculty had

higher mean scores than female and male science students. In the non-

sciences, the reverse was true, female faculty had lower mean scores

than females and males in the non-sciences. Similar results held true

for male faculty. Male science faculty had higher mean scores than

anyone, and in the non-sciences, male faculty had lower scores than

male students. This suggests similar implications as above: the use of

spatial skills may increase as one engages in a scientific field and may

decrease as one engages in a non-scientific field; or individuals gravitate

to a scientific field because of their high spatial abilities or a non-

scientific field because of their low spatial abifities. The fact that the only

statistically significant results came from the comparisons involving

faculty in the sciences reinforces these two implications.

We can only speculate that spatial abffities increase while one is

engaged in a scientific field because our faculty participants are not the

same people we tested as university students. (In other words, this

study was not developed to follow the university students into their later



professions. Time and the limitation of this study do not permit us to

test the student participants again to find whether their spatial abffity

would increase or decrease over time or how the change in their abilities

would correlate to the field they might choose as a career. However, this

is something that future researchers might want to consider testing.) In

considering the idea of an individual decreasing in spatial ability, we

must remember the study by Ben-Chaim et al. (1988). The researchers

in this study found that both males and females retained their spatial

ability over time. However, the students were children, fifth graders and

eighth graders, and they were followed for only one year. By the time

these eighth graders grew to the age of the faculty in this study we might

find that, without the constant use of and exposure to spatial skills,

retention might decrease over time. Another explanation for students in

the non-sciences having higher scores than the faculty in the non-

sciences could be that the students are still exposed to the use of spatial

skills through other required courses, with the exception of female-non-

science students which were not higher than male-non-science faculty.

This implies that work in scientific fields may indeed be a factor to higher

spatial ability.

Some fields of study seem to require more spatial abffity than

others. Comparing student engineer majors, computer engineers seemed

to have much higher spatial abffity than the other engineer majors.

Norman (1994) found that the key difference to a person's abffity to work



with computers is their spatial skill level. In comparing faculty fields of

the current study, chemistry had a higher mean and percentage of

people at or above average than the other fields of study. This suggests

that well developed spatial skills may be essential for understanding

basic chemistry and structural chemistry.

This study also analyzed student reports of the experiences they

felt may have contributed to their spatial ability. The only student who

received a nine out of ten on the test said that he felt the reason he did

well on the test was due to the fact that he had, "...taken a number of

hands on style geometry classes." The only student that received a one

out of ten on the test said that, "I think I did poorly because I have

always done terrible in geometry and anything involving shapes or

predicting outcomes. I am not good at visualizing objects." This

information gives us a basis for creating more specific questions enabling

us to better test for the correlation between experiences and spatial

abffity. The information might also enable us to answer the question,

"What affects an individual's spatial abifity?" If we find what affects

spatial ability, it may in turn help us understand what experiences may

improve student understanding in mathematics.

The present study shows some very interesting responses from the

students regarding the correlation between mathematics and spatial

visualization. The student who received a nine out of ten said that being

able to see 3-D spatial images, "...provides a greater understanding of



geometry and problem solving." The other student participants in this

study stated that they felt spatial visualization would help them succeed

in mathematics and believed practice would increase their spatial skifis.

Teaching spatial skills might be helpful. Over 30 students stated that

they used a type of visual approach when asked, "When attacking a math

problem what is the first thing you usually do?" If visual approaches are

viable starting points when solving mathematics problems, then

improving spatial abifity would help students become better problem

solvers. Over 30 students made statements emphasizing the re-reading

of the problem, trying to figure out what it is asking, and trying to think

of solution strategies. Spatial ability is a tool that can give students a

basis to start from and an aide in solving mathematical problems.

Limitations of Study and Implications/Recommendations for Future
Studies

Data collected for this study did not directly address the effects of

instruction on spatial ability or the effects of spatial abffity on success in

mathematics. Although, in the questionnaire, participants did state their

beliefs about what affected their spatial abffity and whether they thought

spatial ability was related to success in mathematics. The information

gathered in this study could be very valuable to future researchers as

well as instructors. In future studies, it would be interesting to see if

students' spatial abifities increase because of experiences in topology or
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geometry courses. For instance, one could give a spatial test at the

beginning and end of a geometry sequence and determine whether work

in geometry affects one's spatial abifities. Similar studies have been done

(Battista et al., 1982) but never with university students. It would also

be of interest to track students over a longer time interval, possibly a

decade, and to see if spatial abffities are retained and what factors

influence growth or retention of these abffities.

Further research into the differences between spatial visualization

and spatial orientation would be very fascinating. Understanding

influential factors in an individual's spatial abifity could give us a better

idea of how students develop spatial abffity. This information could be

used to create instructional material for the purpose of enhancing

students' spatial abffities. Realizing that spatial ability differs in

students and that spatial abffity relates to mathematics achievement is a

great benefit to the instructor.

Conclusion

We have seen that spatial abffity can play a role in understanding

and succeeding in mathematics. Researchers found that spatial abifity

does relate to mathematics and males tend to have greater spatial abffity

than females. Instruction has also been shown to be successful in

helping individuals learn spatial skills.
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Although not all the results in the current study were statistically

significant they tend to agree with earlier studies that found gender

advantages in spatial abifities favoring males over females. They also

provide evidence of the existence of greater spatial abifities among

participants who are engages in scientific rather than non-scientific

pursuits. The participants in this study also reported experiences, such

as math and art classes, computer modeling, and construction, that they

believed influenced success or failure in tasks requiring spatial ability.

Over half of the students felt that spatial abifity would help them in

mathematics and believed spatial ability related to their success or lack

of success in mathematics. This reveals that spatial abffity does differ in

individuals; that there exist experiences that individuals feel are

important for developing spatial ability; and that spatial abffity relates to

mathematics. This information can be beneficial to both teachers and

researchers.
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APPENDIX A: CONSENT FORM

Informed Consent Form

Research done by: Stephen Schmidt
Oregon State University Mathematics Department
3-D Spatial Visualization

This research project is on 3-D Spatial Visualization. In giving this Spatial IQ test to both
professors and students, I will be able to study the results to detexmine which people are
more spatial than others. With that Information, I can then take my study a step further to
find out y some people do well and why others do poorly. I will learn if it was prior
experiences or classes that helped spur their ability, how to possibly teach spatial ability
better to others, and lilt is helpful in learning mathematics better.

I, _________________, understand that as a participant in this study, the following things
will happen:

I will be asked to show up to a particular classroom to take a test.
This test will take approximately 45 minutes.
There are no risks or discomfort involved except those associated with test taking.
I have the chance to win a free pizza.
My name will not appear anywhere on the test and therefore I will be kept anonymous.

I afflnn that my participation in this study in completely voluntary. I understand that I
may either refuse to participate or withdraw from the study at any time without penalty. I
understand that any questions I have about the research study or specific procedures
should be directed to Barbara Edwards or Stephen Schmidt, Oregon State University,
Mathematics Department, 368 Kidder Hall, Corvallis OR 97331, (541) 737-5179. If! have
questions about my rights as a research subject or If I have sustained a project-related
injury, I should contact the IRB Coordinator, OSU Research Office, (541) 737-3437.

My signature below indicates that I have read and I understand the procedures described
above and give my Informed and voluntary consent to participate in this study. I
understand that I will receive a signed copy of this consent form.

Signature of subject (or subject's legally
authorized representative)

Date Signed

Name of Subject

Subject's Present Address Subject's Telephone Number





w1.ørii

I Idotbbow

0 0 0 0 0

Amount of time you spent on the test?
Department/Major?
Age? Male or Female?
In the math classes you have previously taken, did you prefer algebra or
geometry?
Have you ever taken a test of this sort before?
Do you feel you did well or poorly?
If you felt you did poorly, what do you think the reason for that was? If you felt you
did well, what past experiences/classes may have contributed to your ability to do well
on this test?

What do you think would have or would help you to do better on a test of this nature?

When attacking a math problem what Is the first thing you usually do?

Do you think being able to see 3-D spatial Images would help you In a math class?
Why?
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APPENDIX C: COPYRIGHT PERMISSION

®JEENDOM .COM
SERIOUS ENTEr4IME.MT

Stephen Schmidt
Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon
sschmidt7@hotmail.com

Re: Permission to use psychological tests

Dear Stephen Schmidt,

By this letter, I authorize you to use any of the scales made available on the web site
QueenDom.Com, of which QueenDom.com is the author.

This permission authorizes the use of the scales for research or teaching purposes. The
questionnaires may be administered either on-line or as paperlpencil questionnaire, so
you can print out the questionnaires and make up to 500 copies. The questions and
rating scales may be published as teaching material. Since the scoring keys are
proprietary information that we do not reveal, the questionnaires must be scored on-line
using the forms available on my website. The scales should be referenced similarly to
the example below, specifying that it is an electronic publication.

I would also appreciate if you could send me a copy of the final report or a complete
reference of the materials in which my scales are used.

Sincerely Yours,

Laurel Tidman
Queendom.com

References can be found at:
http:/Iwww.queendom.com/tests/psychometrics/references.html

514-745-8272 I fax 514-745-6242
CP Normandie I P.O. Box 260671 Montreal I QC-H3M 3E8
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